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APPENDIX A

|
NOTICE OF VIOLATION

|

Carolina Power and Light Company Docket Nos. 50-324 and 50-325Brunswick License Nos. OPR-71 and DPR-62
EA-80-26

Based on the NRC inspections conducted on March 10-14, 1980, and March 29 to
April 3,1980, certain of your activities were apparently not conducted in
full compliance with,NRC requirements as indicated below:

A. 10 CFR 50.59(a) provides that,a licensee may make changes in the facility
as described in the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) without prior
Commission approval, unless the proposed change involves an unreviewed
safety question. A proposed change shall be deemed to involve an
unreviewed safety question if a possibility of an accident or malfunction
of a different type than any evaluated previously in the FSAR may be
created. 10 CFR 50.59(b) provides that a licensee is required to maintain
records which include a written safety evaluation providing the bases for
the determination that the change does not involve an unreviewed safety
question.

Technical Specification 6.5.1.7.b states that the Plant Nuclear Safe'.y
Committee (PNSC) is specifically responsible for performing the 10 CFR
50.59 safety evaluation. Technical Specification 6.5.1.6 states that the
PNSC is specifically responsible for reviewing all proposed changes or
modifications to plant systems or equipment that affect nuclear safety
and all facility operations to detect potential safety hazards.

Contrary to the above, the auxiliary boiler system was operated from
April 25, 1978 to February 22, 1980, withthecondensateretgrnwaterand
auxiliary boiler and tank water contaminated up to 1.3 x 10 microcuries
per milliliter. Operation of the auxiliary boiler system during this
period in a contaminated mode constitutes a change in the facility as '

described in the FSAR. FSAR Section 10.18 describes the auxiliary boiler
system. That description contains no indication that this system is to
be operated in a contaminated mode and no analysis of the consequences of
potential failures in the systeis when operated in a contaminated condition.
Consequently, the operation of the auxiliary boiler as a radioactively I

contaminated system represented a change in the facility that had not
been previously described and evaluated in the FSAR. The PNSC failed to
perform the required 10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluation. The PNSC also
failed to detect and evaluate the potential safety hazard of the
contaminated auxiliary boiler.

This is a violation. (Civil Penalty - $5,000)
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8. Technical Specification 6.8.1(e) requires that written procedures be
developed, implemented, and maintained relating to emergency plan imple-
mentation. Emergency Plan Section 2.1.1 states that releases exceeding
the instantaneous radiological Technical Specifications by a factor of 10
are classified as local emergencies. Also, Emergency Implementing
Procedure (E.I.) 27.3., Abnormal Release of Radioactivity-Airborne,
requires immediate action to determine the magnitude of a release when it

' occurs and immediate radiation and airborne surveys to further assist in
assessing the radiological consequences.

Contrary to the above, immediate actions were not taken to determine the
magnitude of release and surveys were not properly initiated when a
boiler tube failure resulted in releasing contaminated steam from the
auxiliary boiler stack on February 22, 1980. Calculations performed
later indicate that the actual release exceeded the Technical Specifica-
tion instantaneous release rate limit of 0.17 microcuries per second by a
factor of 22. Failure to determine the magnitude of the release and the
associated radiological consequences precluded initiating a local
emergency as required by the emergency plan.

'

This is a violation. (Civil Penalty - $4,000)
1

C. Technical Specification, Appendix B, Section 5.4.2.b requires a written
report to be made to the Director of the appropriate NRC Regional Office
(copy to the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation), within 14 days of
an environmental' event, i.e. ,,viciation of an environmental Technical
Specification including the unplanned release of radioactive materials
of significant quantity from the site shall be reported to the NRC
within 14 duys.

Contrary to the above, on February 22, 1980, an atmospheric release of '

a significant quantity of radioactive material occurred at the site.
The release was potentially as much as 160 millicuries by calculation 1

and was released at a rate in excess of the Technical Specification
limit of 0.17 microcuries per second.

Within the required 14 day period, the NRC was not informed that an
airborne release had occurred nor was the required written report
submitted.

This is an infraction. (Civil Penalty - S4,000)

D. 10 CFR 20.203(c) requires that each high radiation area be conspicuously
posted with a sign or signs bearing the radiation caution symbol and the
words CAUTION (or DANGER) HIGH RADIATION AREA.

Contrary to the requirements of 20.203(c), on March 11, 1980, a high
radiation area near the southern most scram discharge header in the
Unit 2 reactor building was not posted.
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| .This is an infraction. (Civil Penalty - $3,000)

E. 10 CFR 20.203(f)(1) and (2) require that each container of licensed
-material containing quantities greater than those listed in Appendix C of
.10 CFR 20 bear a durable, clearly visible label identifying the radio-
active contents and the radiation caution symbol and the words " CAUTION,
RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL" or "0 ANGER, RADI0 ACTIVE MATERIAL." The label shall

. also provide sufficient information to permit individuals handling or
using the containers, or working in the vicinity thereof to take precaw
tions to avoid or minimize exposures.

Contrary to the requirements of 20.203(f)(1) and (2), during the period
-March 10-14, 1980, several containers of radioactive material in the Unit
'2 Reactnr Building, Warehouse "C" and in the plant yard near the auxiliary
boilers were not labeled with the appropriate warnings and information.
Radiation levels measured by the inspector indicated that the containers
contained quantities of radioactive material in excess of those quantities |

specified in 10 CFR 20, Appendix C, which require labeling. .The excep-
tions to labeling requirements specified by 10 CFR 20.203(f)(3) did not
apply.

1 This is an infraction. A similar item was brought to your attention in a
Region II letter. dated February 12, 1980. (Civil Penalty $4,000)

F. Technical Specification 6.12.1 requires any individual or group of
1

individuals permitted to enter a high radiation area to be provided with jor accompanied by one or more of the following:,

'

1. A radiation monitoring device which continuously ind' cates the
, radiation dose rate in the area.
,

2. A radiation monitoring device which continuously integrates the>

radiation dose rate in the area and alarms when a pre-set integrated
dose is received.>

3. An individual qualified in radiation protection procedures who is1

'
equipped with a-radiation dose rate monitoring device.

10-CFR'19.12 requires all individuals working in or frequenting any.
portion.of a restricted area to be kept informed of radiation in such
portions of thefrestricted area.

Contrary to the above, on March 13, 1980, a group of individuals was,

|| observed working in the-Unit 2 drywell, a high radiation area, without
;the required monitoring device (s) or the presence of a qualified
-individual to moniter for them. This group of individuals had not been
informed of the presence of the high radiation levels from a source near
their work area' and were incurring unnecessary whole body exposures as a.

j. result. '
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This is a violation. (Civil Penalty - $4,000)

This Notice of Violation is sent to you pursuant to the provisions of Section
2.201 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part 2, Title 10, Code of Federal
Regulations. You are hereby required to submit to this office, within twenty-

-five (25) days of the date of this. letter, a written statement or explanation
in reply, including for each item of noncompliance: (1) admission or denial of
the alleged item of noncompliance; (2) the reasons for the item of noncom-
pliance, if admitted; (3) the corrective steps which have been taken by you
and the results achieved; (4) the corrective steps which will be taken to
avoid further noncompliance; and (5) the date when full compliance will be
achieved.
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Appendix 8

NOTICE OF PROPOSED IMPOSITIONS OF CIVIL PENALTIES

Carolina Power and Light Company Docket Nos. 50-324 and 50-325
License Nos. DPR-71 and DPR-62

-EA-80-26

This office proposes to impose civil penalties pursuant to Section 234 of the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, (42 USC 2282), and to 10 CFR 2.205 in
the cumulative amount of Twenty-Four Thousand Dollars for the specific items
of noncompliance set forth in Appendix A to the cover letter. In proposing to
impose civil penalties pursuant to this section of the Act and in fixing the
proposed amount of the penalties, the factors identified in the Statements of
Considerations published in the Federal Reg 4ter with the rule making action
which adopted 10 CFR 2.205 (36 FR 16894) Augu;t 26, 1971, and the " Criteria
for Determining Enforcement Action,' which was sent to NRC licensees on
December 31, 1974, have been taken into account.

Carolina Power and Light Company may, within twenty-five days of the date of
this notice pay the civil penalties in the cumulative amount of Twenty-Four
Thousand Dollars or may protest the imposition of the civil penalties in whole
or in part by a-written answer. Should Carolina Power and Light Company fail
to answer within the time specified, this office will issue an order imposing
the civil penalties in the amount proposed above. Should Carolina Power and
Light Company elect to file.: an answer protesting the civil perelties, such
answer.may (a) deny the items of noncompliance listed in the Notice of Viola-
tion in whole or in part,'(b) demonstrate extenuating circumstances, (c) show
error in the Notice of Violation, or (d) show other reasons why the penalties
should not be imposed. In addition to protesting the civil penalties in whole
or in part, such answer may request remission or mitigation of the penalties.

;Any written answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set forth sepa-
rately from your statement or explanation in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201,
but you .ay incorporate by specific reference (e.g., giving page and paragraph
numbers) to avoid repetition.

Carolina Power and Light Company's attention is directed to the other provisions
of 10 CFR 2.205 regarding, in particular, the failure to answer and ensuing
orders; answer, consideration by this office, and ensuing orders: requests for
hearings, hearings and ensuing orders; compromise, and collection.

Upon failure to pay any civil penalty due which has been subsequently
determined in accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, the
matter may be referred to the Attorney General, and the penalty, unless compro-
mised, remitted, or mitigated, may be collected by civil action pursuant to
Section 234c of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, (42 USC 2282).
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